
 

 

 

MINUTES No. 123 

Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders 

of Open Joint Stock Company NOVATEK 

(hereinafter referred to as the “Meeting”) 

 

Full company name: Open Joint Stock Company NOVATEK (hereinafter – the “Company”). 

Place of business of the Company: 22a Pobedy Street, Tarko-Sale, Purovsky district, Yamal-Nenets 

Autonomous Region, Russian Federation. 

Type of General Meeting of Shareholders: extraordinary. 

Form of the Meeting: a meeting (joint attendance of shareholders to discuss agenda items and make 

decisions on items put to vote) with prior delivery (forwarding) of the voting ballots before the 

Meeting. 

Date of the Meeting: 25 September 2015. 

Starting time of the Meeting: 11:00 a.m. 

Registration of the persons entitled to participate in the Meeting will start at 10:00 a.m. 

Registration of the persons entitled to participate in the Meeting will end at 11:30 a.m. 

Counting of votes will start at 11:40 a.m. 

Closing time of the Meeting: 12:05 p.m. 

Venue of the Meeting: Ararat Park Hyatt Moscow Hotel, 4 Neglinnaya Street, Moscow. 

Date of compiling the list of persons entitled to participate in the Meeting: 7 July 2015. 

Completed voting ballots were mailed to 8 Ivan Franko Str., 121108 Moscow. 

The Counting Committee’s functions are assigned to the Company’s registrar – Closed Joint Stock 

Company “Computershare Registrar”. The registrar’s location: 8 Ivan Franko Str., 121108 Moscow. 

The registrar’s authorized representatives: Dmitry I. Irshenkov, Tatyana M. Safronova, Elena S. 

Perova. 

Chairman of the Meeting: Alexander E. Natalenko. 

Secretary of the Meeting: Zulmira A. Razakova. 

 

 

AGENDA: 
1. Payment of dividends for the first half of FY2015. 

2. Early termination of powers of the members of NOVATEK Board of Directors. 

3. Election of members to NOVATEK Board of Directors. 

4. Approval of related-party transactions. 

 

 

Number of outstanding voting shares of the Company: 3 036 306 000. 

Number of votes possessed by the shareholders included in the list of those entitled to participate in 

the Meeting: 3 036 306 000 (100.0%). 

In accordance with Clause 3, Article 60 of the Federal Law on Joint Stock Companies, in defining the 

quorum and summing up the voting results we also took into account the votes provided by the voting 

ballots circulated to the shareholders and received from them within the established deadlines (not later 

than two days before the date of the General Meeting). 

The meeting was attended by a total of 73 shareholders whose voting shares equal to 2 291 989 091 

comprising 75,48610%  of the Company outstanding voting shares. 

In accordance with Clause 1, Article 58 of the Federal Law on Joint Stock Companies, the Meeting is 

legitimate (in quorum) to take decisions, since it was attended by shareholders having in aggregate 

more than a half of the Company outstanding voting shares. 
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ON THE FIRST AGENDA ITEM 

 

Speakers: 

NOVATEK Chairman of the Management Board Mr. L.V. Mikhelson and Deputy Chairman of the 

Management Board Mr. Mark Gyetvay who submitted to the Meeting the Company’s business and 

financial performance reports as of IH2015. 

 

Wording of resolution on the first agenda item put to vote: 

1. Decide to pay dividends on the Company’s outstanding shares for IH2015. 

2. Determine the following dividends size and payment procedure: 

- To pay dividends on NOVATEK ordinary shares for IH2015 in the amount of 6.6 (six rubles 

60 kopecks) per one ordinary share, which will total 20,039,619,600 (twenty billion thirty 

nine million six hundred nineteen thousand six hundred) rubles. 

- To pay the dividends in cash. 

3. Establish the date when there shall be determined persons entitled to receive dividends on 

NOVATEK shares: October 6, 2015. 
 

Number of votes on this agenda item possessed by persons included in the list of 

those entitled to participate in the Meeting 

3,036,306,000 

Number of votes on this agenda item accounting for the Company’s voting 

shares determined subject to provisions of Clause 4.20 of the Regulations on 

Additional Requirements for the Procedure of Preparing, Calling and Holding 

General Shareholders’ Meeting approved by Order of the Russian Federal 

Securities Committee No. 12-6/pz-n dated 02.02.2012 (hereinafter referred to as 

“Regulations”) 

3,036,306,000 

Number of votes on this agenda item possessed by persons who took part in the 

Meeting 

2,006,055,451 

The Meeting is in quorum to make a decision on this agenda item 66.0689% 
 

Voting results: 
 

 

Decision made: 

1. Decide to pay dividends on the Company’s outstanding shares for IH2015. 

2. Determine the following dividends size and payment procedure: 

- To pay dividends on NOVATEK ordinary shares for IH2015 in the amount of 6.6 (six rubles 

60 kopecks) per one ordinary share, which will total 20,039,619,600 (twenty billion thirty nine 

million six hundred nineteen thousand six hundred) rubles. 

- To pay the dividends in cash. 

3. Establish the date when there shall be determined persons entitled to receive dividends on 

NOVATEK shares: October 6, 2015. 

 

Voting options Number of votes given for each voting 

option 

% of the Meeting 

participants 

"FOR" 2,006,045,067 99.99948  

"AGAINST" 0  0.00000  

"REFRAINED" 8,738 0.00044  

Number of votes which were not counted due to voting ballots invalidation or for any other 

reasons envisaged by the Regulations 

"For other reasons" 398  0.00002  

"Invalid ballots" 1,248  0.00006  

TOTAL: 2,006,055,451 100.00000 

consultantplus://offline/ref=24E831426ABF6F9BB0885D59822D0558FC2E7838DCB307C36117DC4D7F8E31E07F9F560F19B41F8As5rAC
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ON THE SECOND AGENDA ITEM 

 

Speaker: 

Chairman of the Meeting Mr. A.E. Natalenko who suggested that powers of the Company BoD 

members be terminated prematurely due to the fact that the current Board of Directors consists of 8 

persons thus failing to meet the requirements as to the membership of the Company BoD specified in 

the Company’s Articles of Association. 

 

Wording of resolution on the second agenda item put to vote: 

Early terminate the powers of NOVATEK Board of Directors members. 

 

Number of votes on this agenda item possessed by persons included in the list of 

those entitled to participate in the Meeting 

3,036,306,000 

Number of votes on this agenda item accounting for the Company’s voting shares 

determined subject to provisions of Clause 4.20 of the Regulations 

3,036,306,000 

Number of votes on this agenda item possessed by persons who took part in the 

Meeting 

2,006,055,451 

The Meeting is in quorum to make a decision on this agenda item 66.0689% 

 

Voting results: 

 

Voting options Number of votes given for each voting 

option 

% of the Meeting 

participants 

"FOR" 2,006,021,101  99.99829  

"AGAINST" 3,351  0.00017  

"REFRAINED" 29,353  0.00146  

Number of votes which were not counted due to voting ballots invalidation or for any other 

reasons envisaged by the Regulations 

"For other reasons" 398  0.00002  

"Invalid ballots" 1,248  0.00006  

TOTAL: 2,006,055,451  100.00000  

 

Decision made: 

Early terminate the powers of NOVATEK Board of Directors members. 

 

 

ON THE THIRD AGENDA ITEM 

 

Speaker: 

Chairman of the Meeting Mr. A.E. Natalenko who suggested that a new Board of Directors of the 

Company be elected from among candidates proposed by the Company’s shareholders. 

 

Wording of resolution on the third agenda item put to vote: 

Elect the following Board of Directors of NOVATEK: 

1. Andrei I. Akimov 

2. Michael Borrell 

3. Burckhard Bergmann 

4. Robert Castaigne 

5. Leonid V. Mikhelson 

6. Alexander E. Natalenko 

consultantplus://offline/ref=24E831426ABF6F9BB0885D59822D0558FC2E7838DCB307C36117DC4D7F8E31E07F9F560F19B41F8As5rAC
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7. Viktor P. Orlov 

8. Gennady N. Timchenko 

9. Andrei V. Sharonov 

 

Number of votes on this agenda item possessed by persons included in the list of 

those entitled to participate in the Meeting 

27,326,754,000 

Number of votes on this agenda item accounting for the Company’s voting shares 

determined subject to provisions of Clause 4.20 of the Regulations 

27,326,754,000 

Number of votes on this agenda item possessed by persons who took part in the 

Meeting 

20,627,901,819 

The Meeting is in quorum to make a decision on this agenda item 75.4861% 

 

Cumulative voting results: 

 

Item 

code 

Candidate name Number of votes given for each voting 

option 

"FOR", breakdown of votes by candidate 

1 Michael Borrell 4,420,684,853  

2 Leonid V. Mikhelson 2,865,174,557  

3 Andrei I. Akimov 2,745,855,288  

4 Alexander E. Natalenko 2,034,238,212  

5 Gennady N. Timchenko 1,980,193,648  

6 Robert Castaigne 1,679,291,647  

7 Viktor P. Orlov 1,667,477,582  

8 Burckhard Bergmann 1,635,166,942  

9 Andrei V. Sharonov 1,598,992,612  

"AGAINST" 0  

"REFRAINED" 0  

Number of votes which were not counted due to voting ballots invalidation or for any other 

reasons envisaged by the Regulations 

"For other reasons" 714,662  

"Invalid ballots" 111,816  

TOTAL: 20,627,901,819 

 

Decision made: 

Elect the following Board of Directors of NOVATEK: 

1. Andrei I. Akimov 

2. Michael Borrell 

3. Burckhard Bergmann 

4. Robert Castaigne 

5. Leonid V. Mikhelson 

6. Alexander E. Natalenko 

7. Viktor P. Orlov 

8. Gennady N. Timchenko 

9. Andrei V. Sharonov 

 

 

ON THE FOURTH AGENDA ITEM 

 

Speakers: 

consultantplus://offline/ref=24E831426ABF6F9BB0885D59822D0558FC2E7838DCB307C36117DC4D7F8E31E07F9F560F19B41F8As5rAC
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NOVATEK Director of Finance Mr. K.N. Yanovskiy who presented the information on a transaction 

between JSC NOVATEK and Gazprombank (JSC) related to effecting banking operations in the 

Company’s ordinary course of business. 

NOVATEK Deputy Chairman of the Management Board – Commercial Director Mr. L.V. Feodosiev 

who presented the information on a transaction between JSC NOVATEK and PAO Gazprom related to 

provision of gas transportation services. 

 

Wording of resolution on part 1 of the fourth agenda item put to vote: 

4.1. Approve related party transactions between JSC NOVATEK and Gazprombank (JSC), which 

may be consummated by NOVATEK in the future in the ordinary course of business: 

- Foreign currency sales and purchase agreements without restriction of their number, whereby 

the maximum amount of each transaction shall not exceed RUR 20 bln (twenty billion) or its 

equivalent in foreign currency at the Russian Federation Central Bank exchange rate set on the 

date of the relevant transaction; 

- RUR or foreign currency deposit account agreements without restriction of their number, 

whereby the maximum amount of each transaction shall not exceed RUR 20 bln (twenty 

billion) or its  equivalent in foreign currency at the Russian Federation Central Bank exchange 

rate set on the date of the relevant transaction; 

- Agreements on maintaining the minimum required balance on the customer’s bank accounts 

without restriction of their number, whereby the maximum amount of each transaction shall 

not exceed RUR 20 bln (twenty billion) or its equivalent in foreign currency at the Russian 

Federation Central Bank exchange rate set on the date of the relevant transaction; 

- RUR or foreign currency loan agreements without restriction of their number, whereby the 

maximum amount of each transaction shall not exceed RUR 20 bln (twenty billion) or its 

equivalent in foreign currency at the Russian Federation Central Bank exchange rate set on the 

date of the relevant transaction. 

 

Number of votes on this agenda item possessed by all persons included in the list 

of those entitled to participate in the Meeting disinterested in consummation of the 

transaction by the Company 

3,036,306,000  

Number of votes on this agenda item accounting for the Company’s voting shares 

held by persons disinterested in consummation of the transaction by the Company 

determined subject to provisions of Clause 4.20 of the Regulations 

3,036,306,000  

Number of votes on this agenda item possessed by persons disinterested in 

consummation of the transaction by the Company who took part in the Meeting 

2,291,989,091  

The Meeting is in quorum to make a decision on this agenda item 75.4861% 

 

Voting results: 

 

Voting options Number of votes given for each voting 

option 

% of all those entitled to 

vote 

"FOR" 2,006,024,665  66.06793  

"AGAINST" 20,351  0.00067  

"REFRAINED" 8,785  0.00029  

Number of votes which were not counted due to voting ballots invalidation or for any other 

reasons envisaged by the Regulations 

"For other reasons" 402  0.00001  

"Invalid ballots" 285,934,888  9.41720  

TOTAL: 2,291,989,091  75.48610 

 

consultantplus://offline/ref=24E831426ABF6F9BB0885D59822D0558FC2E7838DCB307C36117DC4D7F8E31E07F9F560F19B41F8As5rAC
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Decision made: 

4.1. Approve related party transactions between JSC NOVATEK and Gazprombank (JSC), which 

may be consummated by NOVATEK in the future in the ordinary course of business:  

- Foreign currency sales and purchase agreements without restriction of their number, whereby 

the maximum amount of each transaction shall not exceed RUR 20 bln (twenty billion) or its 

equivalent in foreign currency at the Russian Federation Central Bank exchange rate set on the 

date of the relevant transaction; 

- RUR or foreign currency deposit account agreements without restriction of their number, 

whereby the maximum amount of each transaction shall not exceed RUR 20 bln (twenty 

billion) or its  equivalent in foreign currency at the Russian Federation Central Bank exchange 

rate set on the date of the relevant transaction; 

- Agreements on maintaining the minimum required balance on the customer’s bank accounts 

without restriction of their number, whereby the maximum amount of each transaction shall 

not exceed RUR 20 bln (twenty billion) or its equivalent in foreign currency at the Russian 

Federation Central Bank exchange rate set on the date of the relevant transaction; 

- RUR or foreign currency loan agreements without restriction of their number, whereby the 

maximum amount of each transaction shall not exceed RUR 20 bln (twenty billion) or its 

equivalent in foreign currency at the Russian Federation Central Bank exchange rate set on the 

date of the relevant transaction. 

 

Wording of resolution on part 2 of the fourth agenda item put to vote: 

4.2. Approve a related party transaction (a supplemental agreement to Agreement No. 22NPtr/k-2004 

dated October 6, 2003 on provision of gas transportation services) between PAO Gazprom and 

JSC NOVATEK on the following material terms and conditions: 

- Customer: JSC NOVATEK. 
- Service provider: PAO Gazprom. 
- Subject of the transaction: services for arranging gas transportation via trunk gas pipeline. 
- Quantity of gas to be transported: 225,000,000,000 (two hundred twenty five billion) cubic 

meters. 
- Cost of services: RUR 615,600,000,000 (six hundred fifteen billion six hundred million) 

including VAT (18%). 
- Service period: from January 1, 2016 through December 31, 2018. 

 

Number of votes on this agenda item possessed by all persons included in the list of 

those entitled to participate in the Meeting disinterested in consummation of the 

transaction by the Company 

3,036,306,000  

Number of votes on this agenda item accounting for the Company’s voting shares 

held by persons disinterested in consummation of the transaction by the Company 

determined subject to provisions of Clause 4.20 of the Regulations 

3,036,306,000  

Number of votes on this agenda item possessed by persons disinterested in 

consummation of the transaction by the Company who took part in the Meeting 

2,291,989,091  

The Meeting is in quorum to make a decision on this agenda item 75.4861% 

 

Voting results: 

 

Voting options Number of votes given for each voting 

option 

% of all those entitled to 

vote 

"FOR" 2,291,956,963  75.48505  

"AGAINST" 20,351  0.00067  

"REFRAINED" 10,127  0.00033  

consultantplus://offline/ref=24E831426ABF6F9BB0885D59822D0558FC2E7838DCB307C36117DC4D7F8E31E07F9F560F19B41F8As5rAC
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Number of votes which were not counted due to voting ballots invalidation or for any other 

reasons envisaged by the Regulations 

"For other reasons" 402  0.00001  

"Invalid ballots" 1,248  0.00004  

TOTAL: 2,291,989,091  75.48610  

 

Decision made: 

4.2. Approve a related party transaction (a supplemental agreement to Agreement No. 22NPtr/k-2004 

dated October 6, 2003 on provision of gas transportation services) between PAO Gazprom and 

JSC NOVATEK on the following material terms and conditions: 

- Customer: JSC NOVATEK. 
- Service provider: PAO Gazprom. 
- Subject of the transaction: services for arranging gas transportation via trunk gas pipeline. 
- Quantity of gas to be transported: 225,000,000,000 (two hundred twenty five billion) cubic 

meters. 
- Cost of services: RUR 615,600,000,000 (six hundred fifteen billion six hundred million) 

including VAT (18%). 
- Service period: from January 1, 2016 through December 31, 2018. 

 

 

 

 

Date of the Minutes: 25 September 2015. 

 

 

 

Chairman of the Meeting        A.E. Natalenko 

 

 

Secretary of the Meeting        Z.A. Razakova 

 


